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ABSTRACT

In developing a test of pragmatic skills for children ages 4 to
9 years, we focused on a number of functional language skills that are
important for children’s success in early schooling and for the development
of fluent reading and writing. They included (1) wh-question asking, (2)
communicative role taking, (3) linking events in a cohesive narrative, and (4)
articulating the mental states of the characters in a story. All of the proposed
items provide specific referential support and pragmatic motivation for the
forms and content to be produced by the child. The pictured materials and
elicitation prompts constrain the range of appropriate utterances, so the
children’s productions are more easily scored than an open-ended sponta-
neous speech sample. All tasks described show a clear developmental
trend, a clear separation between the performance of typically developing
and language-impaired children, and no performance differences between
African American English- and Mainstream American English-speaking
children.
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Learning Outcomes: As a result of this activity, the reader will be able to identify (1) functional language skills that

are included on the proposed diagnostic pragmatics probe, and (2) the developmental pattern of errors children

produce on the wh-question asking items in the pragmatics section of the proposed assessment.

Pragmatics concerns the functional use of
language in communication and discourse.
Pragmatic accounts of language acquisition try
to characterize children’s growing communica-

tive competence,1–3 rather than focusing on the
structural forms (syntax) or content (semantics)
of their language. What does pragmatic devel-
opment or communicative competence involve?
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It has been suggested that seeking a single
definition of pragmatics is a little like asking
several gourmet pastry chefs how to bake the
perfect chocolate cake.3 Like the chefs, linguists
agree on most of the basic ingredients, but
they are likely to emphasize different compo-
nents and so give the overall domain a different
flavor. Nevertheless, research on the acquisition
of pragmatic skills can usefully be organized
around four major aspects of communicative
competence:

1. The child’s emerging conversational skills in
face-to-face verbal interaction.4 These in-
clude knowing when and how to take a turn
in the conversation; how to initiate, elabo-
rate, or terminate a topic; and how to re-
spond to a speaker in keeping with the
pragmatic constraints set by the preceding
utterance (e.g., direct question forms de-
mand answers; indirect questions [e.g.,
‘‘Can you pass the salt?’’] demand actions).
They also include skills in detecting the
presence and source of any breakdown in
communication and knowing how to repair
such breakdowns.

2. The developing speech acts or communica-
tive functions of sentences in conversation.5

For example, we use utterances to report
events, to make statements (declarations)
about the world, to request information or
action, or to prohibit action.6

3. Adjusting one’s language to fit the social
context of the conversation in keeping with
cultural conventions and social roles,
whether these involve issues of politeness,
formality, or the age or status of one’s
listener. These have been called ‘‘styles’’ or
‘‘registers’’ of speech.7,8

4. Finally, taking an extended turn in discourse
to tell a story (narration), explain an event,
give directions for how to make something
or how to get somewhere, or to persuade
one’s listener in an argument. These are
sometimes referred to as different ‘‘genres’’
of extended discourse.8 They require the
child to organize a series of utterances into
a coherent and cohesive message.

In developing an assessment of pragmatics
that would be not be biased against African

American English (AAE) learners, we focused
on a number of functional language skills that
are important for all children’s success in early
schooling and for the development of fluent
reading and writing. They included:

Question-answer mapping—asking the right
wh-question to find out some specific infor-
mation.

Communicative role taking—understanding
the communicative perspective of others and
knowing what speech acts they are producing.

Uniquely identifying referents—telling the lis-
tener who (or what) is being referred to,
especially in narrating a story about several
different characters.

Linking events into a cohesive narrative-expres-
sing the temporal relationship between events.

Understanding the mental states of the char-
acters in a story—this involves having a
‘‘theory of mind.’’ Bruner9 has pointed out
that authentic narratives have both a ‘‘land-
scape of action’’ (the sequence of events that
took place and their causal and temporal
connections with each other), and a ‘‘land-
scape of consciousness’’ (the meaning of the
events for the characters in terms of their
emotions, desires, plans, beliefs, and states of
knowledge or ignorance).

We therefore concentrated on aspects 2
and 4 of the components of communicative
competence listed above. We did this for two
primary reasons. First, style or register adjust-
ments of speech for reasons of formality, status,
or age (aspect 3 above) vary with cultural con-
ventions, and probably vary with cultural
groups that speak different dialects of English,
so they do not lend themselves to a dialect-
neutral assessment of pragmatic development.
Second, interactive conversational skills
(aspect 1) are best assessed in ongoing conver-
sation or language sampling rather than in a
formal, picture-based test.

There are certain key features of all of the
elicitation materials and procedures in the prag-
matics tasks that follow. First, they provide
specific referential support and pragmatic mo-
tivation for the language forms and content to
be produced by the child, so they greatly in-
crease the likelihood that those forms and
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functions will be sampled in the assessment.
Second, the pictured materials and the elicita-
tion prompts constrain the range of appropriate
utterances, so the children’s productions are
much more easily scored than a more open-
ended spontaneous speech sample. However,
the procedures retain a considerable degree of
communicative naturalness rather than resort-
ing to unnatural imitation procedures to elicit
the forms. All of the subdomains test the inter-
action between syntactic and semantic forms
with specific pragmatic functions, the insepar-
able interaction among form, content, and
function in language acquisition described by
Bloom and Lahey.10 Assessment of pragmatic
skills cannot be divorced from the syntactic
forms and semantic meanings that are required
for those functions of language. Finally, all of
the materials are picture-based, so they require
minimal technology and can be administered
and scored by a single clinician interacting with
the child.

ASKING WH-QUESTIONS
Young children must master a variety of
wh-question forms in English that request dif-
ferent kinds of information from the listener—
specification of objects (what), persons (who),
locations (where), reasons and causes (why),
instruments or manners of action (how), or
times (when).11,12 We developed a set of probes
to elicit what, who, where, why, and how
questions. The test also elicits a more complex
double wh-question form (‘‘Who is eating
what?’’ or ‘‘Who is eating which food?’’) that
indicates whether the child understands the
distributive set properties of complex wh-ques-
tions. (See Roeper13 for a description of the
important semantic and syntactic properties of
double wh-questions.)

In the elicitation procedure, the child is
shown a picture with something missing from
it. The area of the missing element of the
picture is a blank space surrounded by a dotted
line.

The child has to ask ‘‘the right question’’ to
find out ‘‘what is happening in the picture.’’ The
missing elements of the pictures include ob-
jects, people, locations, tools, and causes of
emotion—so what, who, where, how, and why

questions are naturally motivated by the pic-
tures. The idea of the game is communicated
in two warm-up items (a ‘‘what’’ and a ‘‘who’’
question) in which the tester uses a great deal
of prompting to introduce the child to the game
so that they come to ask questions rather than
just guess at the answer. An item of this type is
shown in Figure 1. A girl is shown holding a
paintbrush and working on some object (an
irregular space surrounded by a dotted line).
The tester prompts the child with the follow-
ing: ‘‘The girl is painting something. You need
to find out what she is making. Ask me the right
question, and I’ll show you the answer.’’ (Itali-
cized words are emphasized). If the child does
not ask an appropriate wh-question, the tester
continues to prompt, modeling a correct what
question: ‘‘Ask me, What is the girl painting?
You say it. What . . .?’’ When the child asks an
appropriate question, the tester turns the page
of the stimulus book and shows the child a
completed picture of the girl painting a chair.

After the warm-up questions there follow
9 test items, covering 5 different wh-question
forms as specified above, plus one double wh-
question. The amount of prompting provided
by the tester varies across the items to create
differing amounts of scaffolding for the child,
and hence, differentially difficult items in terms
of pragmatic skill. Thus, for the first four items,
the tester begins by giving a semantic domain
prompt that tells the child the general semantic
category of the desired information: e.g., ‘‘The
boy is calling somebody. Ask me the right ques-
tion, and I’ll show you the answer.’’ If the child
does not produce an appropriate who question,
the secondary prompt is to provide the wh-
word: ‘‘Ask me a who question. Who . . .?’’ Thus,
the maximum amount of prompting for these
items is providing the correct wh-word to use.

For the next four items, there is no seman-
tic domain prompt at the beginning, and the
tester goes straight to ‘‘Ask me the right ques-
tion, and I’ll show you the answer.’’ Thus, the
child has to use the pictured event alone to
determine what question is needed. On these
trials, if the child does not produce an appro-
priate wh-question, the secondary prompt for
the tester is to specify the semantic domain of
the missing information. Thus, the maximum
amount of prompting for these items is for the
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semantic domain of the desired question to be
provided to the child.

The children’s responses are scored as
whether the child produces a semantically and
pragmatically appropriate wh-question for each
item. The exact wh-question form produced
can vary in some cases and still be acceptable for
that item. For example, if the target question
were ‘‘Why is the girl sad?’’ the responses
‘‘What is she sad about?’’ and ‘‘What is she
sad for?’’ are also correct. Similarly, the syntac-

tic form was allowed to vary to accommodate
dialect variation in morphosyntax. Thus,
‘‘What she paintin’?’’ is as appropriate in prag-
matic terms as ‘‘What is she painting?’’ Thus,
the children were given one point for each item
for which they produced a pragmatically appro-
priate wh-question following all levels of
prompting that they received. (For purposes
of diagnostic assessment in the current test,
the level of prompting needed for a particular
item for a child was not differentially weighted

Figure 1 (A, B) Pragmatics trial item (question asking).
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in the scoring, but this information of how
much scaffolding each child needed before he
or she produced an appropriate question is
available to the clinician.)

The first question to be asked is whether
these pragmatic probe items were biased against
AAE-speaking children? Figure 2 indicates
that the task produced strong developmental
data, with substantial growth in performance
between the ages of 4 and 9 years. However,
there was no significant difference in perfor-
mance between AAE and MAE speakers at any
age. [Age, F(5, 1002)¼ 50.876, p< 0.0001;
Dialect: F(1, 1002)¼ 0.034, not significant
[n.s.]; Age by Dialect, F(5, 1002)¼ 0.556, n.s.]

On the other hand, the question-asking
task distinguished clearly between typically de-
veloping children and language-impaired chil-
dren across the entire range of ages (see Fig. 3).
(Age, F(5, 1002)¼ 58.237, p< 0.0001; Clinical

Status, F(1, 1002)¼ 79.612, p< 0.0001; Age
by Clinical Status, F(5, 1002)¼ 0.338, n.s.)

The data from each wh-question item
looked very much like the overall data summed
over all of the items—there were no differences
between AAE and MAE speakers, but strong
separation between the graphs for typically
developing and language-impaired children.

Table 1 shows sample performances
from two 5-year-old children, two 6-year-old
children, and two 8-year-old children on the
question-asking subdomain. All six children
are speakers of AAE. At each age, one
child is typically developing and the other is
language-impaired. The responses that were
coded as incorrect are underlined. The table
illustrates both the development between ages
5 and 8 years, and the difference between
typically developing and language-impaired
children.

Figure 2 Question asking by Dialect.

Figure 3 Question asking by Clinical Status.
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The dominant ‘‘error’’ for the typically
developing 4-year-old children was a failure
to even ask a question, with children making
a guess at what the answer might be. In the
5- and 6-year-old children, the most frequent
errors were asking the wrong wh-question
for the information needed or asking an
all-purpose question that was too vague, such
as ‘‘What is he (or she) doing?’’ or ‘‘What is it?’’
The older children tended to get all or almost
all of the single wh-questions correct, but they
were often still unable to produce a correct
double wh-question. A similar pattern of errors
was seen in the language-impaired children, but
each of these developmental errors tended to

persist for longer, with even the older children
still asking the wrong wh-question or asking
all-purpose, nonspecific questions.

COMMUNICATIVE ROLE TAKING
Children’s ability to take the perspective of
another speaker and to understand what speech
act they were producing was tested in a com-
municative role-taking task (Fig. 4). For each
trial the child was shown a sequence of two
pictures. In the first picture a character either
participated in or observed an event. For ex-
ample, the tester might point to the picture and
say: ‘‘Look at what is happening here.’’ A

Table 1 Example Verbatim Responses on the Question Asking Subtest

Target 5-Year-Old Typical AAE 5-Year-Old Disordered AAE

Who What is the nurse feeding? No response

Where Where did she go swimming? She makin’ a pool.

Why What is the girl mad about? What the girl.

How How is the girl fixin’ that? She’s fixing his bike.

What What is the woman eating? What some meat.

Who Who is riding the bike? What the boy.

Where Where is that boy going? The boy is running to the ice cream.

Why What happened? What?

Who-what What is they eating? No response

Target 6-Year-Old Typical AAE 6-Year-Old Disordered AAE

Who Who is the nurse feeding? Who is that feeding him?

Where Where did the girl swim? She jumped in the water.

Why What is the girl mad for? She mad at the table.

How What is the girl fixing? She is fixing the toy.

What What is the girl eating? Who’s eating?

Who Who is riding the bike? A boy riding on the bike.

Where Where is the boy running? Who’s running?

Why Why is the boy crying? He dropped his ice cream.

Who-what What are the people eating? Who’s eatin’?

Target 8-Year-Old Typical AAE 8-Year-Old Disordered AAE

Who Who is the nurse feeding? Who is she feeding?

Where Where did the girl go swimming? What something she swim in?

Why Why is the girl mad? Who is she mad at?

How How is the girl fixing the toy? What’s she holding on her hand?

What What is the woman eating? What her mom eating from her two fingers?

Who Who is riding the bike? Something riding a bicycle.

Where What is the boy running to? Where is his house?

Why Why is the boy crying? Was he crying?

Who-what Who is eating what food? How was they was eating?

*Underlined responses were scored as incorrect and did not receive any credit.
(AAE, African American English.)
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second picture is then revealed in which the
character from the first picture is gesturing and
clearly saying something to another person, or
in which the character from the first picture was
clearly being spoken to by the newly introduced
person. Depending on the nature of the se-
quence of events, the child was asked by the
tester what the speaking character in the second
picture was ‘‘telling,’’ ‘‘asking,’’ or ‘‘saying to’’

the other person in the second picture. The
pictured events and the communication verb
used by the tester served to constrain the type of
speech act that the child being tested should
produce.

An example of such an item might show a
little girl at her door taking a letter from the
mail carrier in the first picture. Then in the
second picture she is shown handing the letter

Figure 4 (A, B) Communicative role taking (communication roles).
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to her mom. The girl appears to be talking, and
the mother is in a posture of listening.

The tester prompts the child with the
questions: ‘‘What is the girl telling her mother?’’
The use of ‘‘tell’’ in the prompt constrains an
appropriate response from the child to be a
statement, either in direct or indirect speech,
although the specific form or content of the
statement can vary somewhat given the pic-
tured event. In an example such as this one,
‘‘Here’s some mail’’ or ‘‘that the mail came’’ are
both fine answers. However, a question form
such as ‘‘Can I go outside and play?’’ violates the
pragmatic constraint introduced by the prompt.

Similarly, direct or indirect question forms
can be elicited by an item in which one char-
acter asks the other something. If, for example,
a boy is shown in one picture looking under his
bed for something, it could set the scene for a
questioning sequence. In the second picture, he
is turning to his mother who is shown standing
next to him and the boy is asking her some-
thing. The tester might prompt with ‘‘What is
the boy asking his mother?’’ The use of ‘‘ask’’ in
the prompt constrains an appropriate response
from the child to be a question or request,
either in direct or indirect speech, although
the specific form or content of the question
can vary. So in this example, ‘‘Do you know
where my hbaseballi is?’’ or an indirect form
such as ‘‘if she has seen his htoyi’’ are pragma-
tically appropriate answers. The child can fill in
what kind of thing he is looking for. However,
in a scenario like this a declarative form, such as
‘‘there is something under my bed’’ or ‘‘I am
trying to find my ball’’ would not be an appro-
priate response.

This procedure thus tests both the chil-
dren’s ability to take the communicative role of
the speaking character in the picture sequence
and seeing the events from their point of view,
and also their sensitivity to the pragmatic con-
straints placed on their response by the prompt
produced by the tester.

We developed a probe containing four
items, one reporting an observed event (‘‘tell-
ing’’), two requesting an object or action (‘‘ask-
ing’’), and one prohibiting an action or scolding
the person who did it.

Table 2 gives typical verbatim responses to
similar items from four 4- and 6-year-old AAE-

speaking children. At each age one child is typica-
lly developing and the other is language impaired.

Figure 5 shows that this is a developmen-
tally sensitive assessment of children’s under-
standing of communicative roles and speech
acts that is not biased against speakers of
AAE. The developmental growth curves of
performance for the two dialect groups, AAE
and MAE, fall directly on top of each other.
[Age, F(5, 1002)¼ 46.901, p< 0.0001; Dialect,
F(1, 1002)¼ 0.025, p¼ 0.875; Age by Dialect,
F(5, 1002)¼ 0.620, p¼ 0.685.]

The task also is strongly discriminating
of language impairment. Figure 6 indicates
that especially at the younger ages (between 4
and 6 years) there is a clear separation in

Table 2 Example Verbatim Responses on the

Communicative Role Taking Subtest

Prompting Verb 4-Year-Old Typically

Developing AAE

Tell His big sister felled off her bike.

Ask Can I play baseball?

Ask Can I have a piece of cake?

Say You don’t feed the dog.

That’s his own feed.

Prompting Verb 4-Year-Old Language-Impaired

AAE

Tell Her bleedin’.

Ask Him carry something.

Ask Her say look at the cake.

Say He feedin’ the dog.

Prompting Verb 6-Year-Old Typically

Developing AAE

Tell That his sister got hurt.

Ask Can he go outside and play

with his brother.

Ask Can I get a piece of that cake?

Say Don’t give the dog none of

your food.

Prompting Verb 6-Year-Old Language-Impaired

AAE

Tell She got an owie, a sore.

Ask I got a bat and a glove.

Ask She can eat cake yet?

Say No.

*Underlined responses were scored as incorrect and did
not receive any credit.
AAE, African American English.
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performance between typically developing and
language-impaired children. However, in this
task, unlike the question-asking task, the dif-
ference between the two groups seems to
narrow with age, and the language-impaired
children seem to catch up with their typically
developing peers by ages 8 and 9. [Age, F(5,
1002)¼ 53.549, p< 0.0001; Clinical Status,
F(1, 1002)¼ 41.486, p< 0.0001; Age by Clin-
ical Status, F(5, 1002)¼ 1.590, p¼ 0.160.]

NARRATIVE
Narrative is a fundamental way in which we
encode and make sense of our experiences and
communicate them to others.9 It is also the first
genre of reading and writing that children do,
so the acquisition of good narrative skills is
crucial for early literacy development.14

Because narrators are free to choose differ-
ent perspectives on events, there is no single
type of story for any given event, and the telling
of several kinds of stories has been studied.15,16

However, psycholinguists argue that well-
formed versions of each of these types of stories
have two things in common. The first is the-
matic coherence on the macro-level of the overall
structure or organization of the events. The
second is the linguistic cohesion of the discourse
at the micro-level of referents and clauses.
Across languages and dialects, and across dif-
ferent types of story structures and themes,
there is a common developmental pattern to-
ward increasing coherence and cohesion in
children’s story telling.17,18

Given that there are data to suggest that
AAE-speaking children produce a wider range
of different story structures when given an

Figure 5 Communicative roles by Dialect. (AAE, African American English; MAE, Mainstream American
English.)

Figure 6 Communicative roles by Clinical Status.
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open-ended story-telling task,15,19–21 in devel-
oping a dialect-sensitive narrative assessment
we decided to focus on the developing cohesion
in children’s stories based on a more structured
picture sequence. It was reasoned that the
development of linguistic cohesion would be
more dialect neutral than the overall organiza-
tion or story grammar of narratives, given that
fundamental discourse cohesion devices are
required in the whole range of different story
types to link together and relate to each other
the characters and events.22

The narrative assessment in the current test
therefore concentrates on two features of
children’s mastery of linguistic cohesion in
their production of stories: the contrastive
specification of referents (telling the listener
who I am referring to as each action and event
is described), and the linking together of the
events of the story in time. Each of these
features has been shown to be revealing of
developmental growth and language delay in
children.18,23–26

In addition, several authors have argued
that authentic stories do not only relate the
sequence of actions and events (the ‘‘outside
view’’27 or ‘‘landscape of action’’9). They must
also make reference to the meaning of the events
for the protagonists (the ‘‘inside view’’27 or
‘‘landscape of consciousness’’9) of the narrative.
Painting the landscape of consciousness in a
story requires the story-teller to have developed
a ‘‘theory of mind’’28–30 in which the narrator
uses language about mental states to explain
the characters’ actions and reactions in terms
of their emotions, desires and cognitions—
what they think or know (or don’t know) at
different points in the story.9 Children’s grow-
ing understanding and ability to express the
mental states of the characters can be studied
effectively in well-designed picture sequence
narratives.

The narrative elicitation picture sequence
therefore has three fundamental features that
provide strong pragmatic motivation for the
expression of these aspects of linguistic cohe-
sion and references to mental states. First, there
are two characters of the same gender interact-
ing throughout the scenario who need to be
referred to contrastively (and pronouns alone
will not be sufficient). Second, there are im-

portant temporal relationships between the
events in the pictures (both within a picture
and between pictures) that must be expressed in
a fluent, cohesive narrative. Finally, the pic-
tured scenario is based on standard tests of
theory of mind reasoning in children in which
a desired object is moved from one location to
another without the major protagonist obser-
ving the change. A ‘‘thought balloon’’ is used in
the picture sequence to depict the mental state
of the character, and the child is asked at the
end of the story why the character goes to look
for the object in the wrong place (i.e., why he
has a false belief about the location of the
object).

The picture sequence is presented on the
page of a tented stimulus picture book facing
the child and away from the examiner so the
child is reminded that the examiner cannot see
the story pictures. The child is told to look
carefully at each picture to see what happens in
the story and then to start at the beginning and
tell the whole story to the examiner. While the
child tells the story, the examiner notes on a
checklist whether the child contrasts the two
boys so the listener can tell them apart and what
kinds of temporal linking expressions the child
uses. The target narrative cohesion elements are
therefore scored online while the child is telling
the story. Checking online scoring against re-
corded and transcribed children’s narratives
showed that the reference contrasting and tem-
poral marking could be scored online with
sufficient reliability (with 87.5% accuracy in a
sample of more than 80 narratives).

After the child has told the story, the exa-
miner points back to the picture in the sequence
that shows something like a little sister re-
entering the kitchen with a thought balloon
depicted to show that she is thinking about
the cake she and the older sister have made
together. The child is asked to tell what is hap-
pening in that picture again. The child’s re-
sponse is scored for whether it simply refers to
the character’s actions (e.g., ‘‘The girl is coming
into the room.’’), whether it refers to her inten-
tions or desires (e.g., ‘‘She wants her cake.’’ or
‘‘She is coming back to get her cake.’’), or
whether it refers to the cognitive state of the
character (e.g., ‘‘She is thinking about her
cake.’’).
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Then the examiner points to the final pic-
ture in the sequence, in which the little sister is
looking for the cake in a cabinet although her
big sister moved it into the refrigerator while
the little girl was out of the room. The examiner
says to the child: ‘‘The little girl is looking for
the cake in the cabinet. Why is she looking
there?’’ (with the emphasis on the ‘‘there’’ ). This
is a standard theory of mind test for the child’s
ability to explain a person’s behavior in accor-
dance with a false belief.31

Table 3 shows verbatim narratives elicited
from two typically developing 4-year-old chil-
dren and two typically developing 6-year-old
children to illustrate the developmental stages
observed in the different narratives told by the
children. Younger children typically did not
specify the characters clearly for the listener,
referring to both boys in the same way through-
out, either as ‘‘the boy’’ or by the indiscriminate
use of the pronoun ‘‘he.’’ In keeping with the
research on temporal referencing in developing
narration, the children went from using no
temporal connectors between events or string-
ing the pictured events together with ‘‘and,’’ to
using sequencers such as ‘‘then’’ or ‘‘and then,’’
to using more and more temporal adverbs and
adverbial clauses of time (‘‘while,’’ ‘‘when,’’ or

‘‘after’’).18,23 In describing the thought balloon
picture, children went from simply describing
the boy’s actions (the dominant response at
age 4) to talking about his intention or desires,
and finally to specifying his cognitive state. On
the theory of mind question about the last
scene, there was a developmental shift from
being unable to give any explanation, to ex-
plaining why the character was looking for the
train (e.g., ‘‘Because he wants his train.’’), to
providing an adequate explanation for why he
was looking in the wrong place (e.g., ‘‘He
thinks it is under the bed.’’ or ‘‘Because he put
it there.’’). This too is in keeping with the
established developmental sequence in theory
of mind.28,32

Contrasting the characters was scored as
present (1 point) or absent (0 points), but the
use of temporal expressions and the child’s
references to mental states were scored accord-
ing to developmental sophistication. Thus, the
use of sequencers only received 1 point but ad-
verbial clauses of time received 2 points. Simi-
larly, referring to intentions or desires received
1 point, but reference to cognitive states (e.g.,
‘‘thinking,’’ ‘‘wondering,’’ ‘‘knowing’’) in de-
scribing the thought balloon picture or explain-
ing why the character was looking in the wrong

Table 3 Narrative Samples Showing Typical Development between Age 4 and 7 Years

Typically Developing MAE; Age 4 Years, 2 Months

I want my train. I’m gonna hide the train from him. I’m gonna play out of the toy box. I’m gonna find that train.

Bring that train.

Typically Developing MAE; Age 4 Years, 9 Months

He was looking for the choo choo train because the other boy was playin’. And then. . . and then he said,

‘‘I want that choo choo train back’’, and umm. . . he put it in his toy box. And then he came back to find it

and he looked under the bed and it wasn’t there.

Typically Developing MAE; Age 6 Years, 4 Months

The big boy came into the little boy’s room and took away the little boy’s train. Then he hid it under the boy’s

bed where he couldn’t get it. Then the little boy. . . when he left. . . he got out his train and put it in the toy

box while the big boy was eating. Then the big boy thought about the train and he went under the bed to go

see it but it wasn’t there.

Typically Developing AAE; Age 6 Years, 3 Months

The little brother was trying to get his toy from the big brother. And the big brother hiding his toy under the bed.

When he is eating his sandwich, the little boy go and get it and put it inside of his toy box. When his big

brother walk in, he think about the train and he look under his bed for it.

MAE, Mainstream American English; AAE, African American English.
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place received 2 points. Thus, the narrative
subdomain was scored out of a possible 7 points
(Table 4).

Figures 7 and 8 show that there was strong
developmental growth in these features of the
children’s narratives, but there was no differ-

ence between the speakers of MAE and AAE at
any age. [Age, F(5, 1002)¼ 58.152, p< .0001;
Dialect, F(1, 1002)¼ 1.341, p¼ 0.247; Age by
Dialect, F(5, 1002)¼ 1.884, p¼ 0.094.] How-
ever, the narrative elicitation was clearly dis-
criminating between the typically developing

Figure 7 Short narratives by Dialect. (AAE, African American English; MAE, Mainstream American English.)

Table 4 Scored Narrative Features for Four AAE-Speaking Children

Feature 4-Year-Old Typically Developing AAE Points

Reference contrast Yes 1

Temporal links Sequencer 1

Thought balloon He dreamed that his train was under the bed. 2

Why looking there? Because he wanted it. 1

Narrative score 5

Feature 4-Year-Old Language-Impaired AAE Points

Reference contrast None 0

Temporal links None 0

Thought balloon The boy take that for him. 0

Why looking there? Cause he got find the train. 1

Narrative score 1

Feature 6-Year-Old Typically Developing AAE Points

Reference contrast Yes 1

Temporal links Adverbial clause 2

Thought balloon The big brother is thinking about the train and he going back to his room. 2

Why looking there? He think it’s there 2

Narrative score 7

Feature 6-Year-Old Typically Developing AAE Points

Reference contrast None 0

Temporal links Sequencer 1

Thought balloon The boy can’t find the choo choo train 0

Why looking there? Because he can’t find it 1

Narrative score 2

AAE, African American English.
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children and the language-impaired group.
[Age, F(5, 1002)¼ 64.390, p< 0.0001; Clinical
Status, F(1, 1002)¼ 50.861, p< 0.0001; Age
by Clinical Status, F(5, 1002)¼ 2.056, p¼
0.069.] The language-impaired children
showed persistent delay in all three of the
features of narrative being assessed: reference
contrasting, temporal expressions, and theory
of mind.

THE PRAGMATICS DOMAIN
To obtain a pragmatics profile, the scores for
the three pragmatics subdomains (question
asking, communicative role taking, and narra-
tion) were combined into a Pragmatics domain
score. Because there were only 4 items on the
communicative role taking subdomain, those
items were each worth 2 points, so that that
subdomain contributed about the same propor-
tion to the overall score as the other two

subdomains (9 items for question asking
and 7 points for narration). This produced a
Pragmatics domain score with a maximum
of 24.

Figures 9 and 10 show that this domain
score has the properties that are necessary for an
effective, unbiased assessment of dialect-speak-
ing children. There is strong developmental
growth in the measure across the ages of 4 to
9 years, but the growth functions for the MAE-
and AAE-speaking children fall right on top
of each other, so there is no bias against either
of the dialects: Age, F(5, 1002)¼ 88.732,
p< 0.0001; Dialect, F(1, 1002)¼ 0.050, p¼
0.823; Age by Dialect, F(5, 1002)¼ 0.443,
p¼ 0.818. Second, there is a clear separation
at all of the ages between the performance
of the typically developing children and the
children who were identified by the clinicians
as being language impaired: Age, F(5,
1002)¼ 108.509, p< .0001; Clinical Status,

Figure 8 Short narratives by Clinical Status.

Figure 9 Pragmatics domain by Dialect. (AAE, African American English; MAE, Mainstream American English.)
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F(1, 1002)¼ 110.714, p< 0.0001; Age by
Clinical Status, F(5, 1002)¼ 1.357, p¼ 0.237.

CONCLUSION
These elicited production procedures provide a
dialect-neutral assessment of pragmatic skills
in several important subdomains that are
crucial for young children’s success in school
and their early literacy development: asking the
right question to obtain specific information,
taking the perspective of a communicator and
understanding what speech act they are produ-
cing, and producing a cohesive narrative that
clearly identifies the protagonists for the lis-
tener, expresses the time relationships between
events, and makes reference to essential features
of the mental states of the characters.
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